Shapes Booklist

Toddler Tuesdays at MOXI

moxi
The Wolf Museum of Exploration + Innovation
SANTA BARBARA PUBLIC LIBRARY
**Shape Shift** by Joyce Hesselberth  
Located in picture books under Hesselberth  
These kids go on a shape filled adventure through their imagination where they see multiple shapes transform.

**Triangle** by Mac Barnett  
Located in picture books under Barnett  
These shape friends are pranksters. Triangle and Square walk through the rocky terrain to each other’s house to play jokes on each other. These simple illustrations create a laugh-out-loud story.

**Round is a Tortilla: a book of shapes** by Roseanne Thong  
Located in picture books under Thong  
This book about a world full of culture, food and shapes will hold your attention from the first page.

**Friendshape** by Amy Krause Rosenthal and Tom Lichtenheld  
Located in picture books under Rosenthal  
Join these friends as they journey through the ups and downs of life. They joke around, play together and occasionally fight, but they always make up.

**City Shapes** by Diana Murray  
Located in picture books under Murray  
A pigeon’s point of view of a bustling city helps us discover shapes in every corner.

**Sweet Shapes: A Forest of Tasty Shapes** by Juana Medina  
Located in picture books under Medina  
These shapes can be seen in everyday life, even in food!